Abstract-Mental State Transition Network (MSTN) is a basic concept of approximating to human psychological and mental responses. A stimulus calculated by Emotion Generating Calculations (EGC) method can cause the transition of mood from an emotional state to others. In this paper, the agent can interact with human to realize smooth communication by an adaptive learning method of the user's personality trait based mood. The learning method consists of the profit sharing (PS) method and the recurrent neural network (RNN). An emotion for sensor inputs to MSTN is calculated by EGC and the variance of emotion leads to the change of mental state, and then the sequence of states forms an episode. In order to learn the tendency of personality trait effectively, the ineffective rules should be removed from the episode. PS method finds out a detour in episode and should be deleted. Furthermore, RNN works to realize the variance of user's mood. Some experimental results were shown the success of representing a various human's delicate emotion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our research group proposed a method to calculate the agent's emotion from the contents of utterances and to express emotions which are aroused in computer agent [1] , [2] , [3] . Emotion Generating Calculations (EGC) method [1] based on the Emotion Eliciting Condition Theory [5] can decide whether an event arouses pleasure or not and quantify the degree under the event. Calculated emotions effect a change pf the mood to the agent. Ren [4] describes Mental State Transition Network (MSTN) which is the basic concept of approximating to human psychological and mental responses. The assumption of discrete emotion state is that human emotions are classified into some kinds of stable discrete states, called "mental state," and the variance of emotions occurs in the transition from a state to other state with an arbitrary probability. Mera et al. [2] developed a computer agent which can transit a mental state in MSTN based on analysis of emotion by EGC method. EGC c 2014 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works.
calculates the type and the degree of the aroused emotion to transit mental state [2] . This paper describes a method to learn a general tendency to change the user's mental state by Profit sharing (PS) method [6] , [7] , [8] and recurrent neural networks [13] .
An emotion for sensor inputs to MSTN is calculated by EGC and the variance of emotion leads to the change of mental state, and then the sequence of states forms an episode. In order to learn the tendency of personality trait effectively, the ineffective rules should be removed from the episode. Profit sharing (PS) method [6] , [7] is used to find out a detour in episode and to remove it. Reward to the episode is an emotion value which is calculated by EGC method. Pleasure / displeasure and its intensity is calculated from the final action in episode. Furthermore, to pay attention to personal difference and to realize it, Back Propagation through Time (BPTT) learning algorithm of recurrent neural networks (RNN) is used to learn the temporal difference in MSTN.
We analyzed the transition probability in trained MSTN to discuss the relation between the state transition and the Big Five Makers (BFM) [12] , which was designed to assess the constellation of traits defined by the Five Factor Theory of Personality such as 'Openness', 'Conscientiousness', 'Extraversion', 'Agreeableness', and 'Neuroticism'. In order to verify the effectiveness of the learning method, some experimental results by applying the movie scenario were shown in this paper.
II. MENTAL STATE TRANSITION LEARNING NETWORK

A. Mental State Transition Network
MSTN, proposed by Ren [4] , represents the basic concept of approximating to human physiological and mental responses. He focuses not only information included in the elements of phonation, facial expressions, and speech, but also human psychological characteristics based on the latest achievements of brain science and psychology in order to derive transition networks for human psychological states. The assumption of discrete emotion state is that human emotions are classified into some kinds of stable discrete states, called "mental state", and the variance of emotions occurs in the transition from a state to other state with a probability. The probability of transition is called "transition cost" and it has different values among transitions. Moreover, with no stimulus from the external world, the probability may converge to fall into a certain value as if the confusion of the mind leaves and is relieved. On the contrary, with a stimulus from external world and/or attractive thought in internal world, the continuous accumulated emotional energy cannot jump to the next mental state and remains in its mental state still. The simulated model of mental state transition network [4] describes the simple relations among some kinds of stable emotions and the corresponding transition probability. The probability was calculated from analysis of many statistical questionnaire data. As shown in Fig.2 , the MSTN denotes a mental state as a node, a set of some kinds of mental state S, the current emotion state S cur , and the transition cost cost(S cur , S i ), which is the transition cost as shown in Fig.1 . In [4] , six kinds of mental states and a quiet state are considered for questionnaire. That is, the transition table of cost(S i , S j ), i = 1, 2, · · · , 7, j = 1, 2, · · · , 7 is prepared. The experiment for participants was examined without stimulus from external world. Each participant fills in the numerical value from 1 to 10 that means the strength of relation among mental states. Moreover, the same questionnaire was examined under the condition with the stimulus from external world. The 200 participants answered the questionnaire. The numerical values in Table I show the statistical analysis results. The transition cost from each current state to the next state is summarized to 1.0.
B. EGC with MSTN
Even if there are not any signals from external world, the mental state will change small. In this case, the transition costs represented in Table I are adopted to calculate by using EGC. In this paper, we assume that the stimulus from external world is the utterance of the user and the transition cost is calculated as follows.
where #(S i → S j ) is the number of transition from mental state
The transition cost is calculated by using the total of #(S i → S j ) for all mental state. If the transition cost is high in Eq. (1), the transition is difficult to happen. Eq. (2) calculates the next mental state from the current mental state S cur ∈ S by using the emotion vector.
The emotion vector consists of 9 kinds of emotion groups which are classified 28 kinds of emotions as shown in Table II . Fig.3 shows the MSTN by using EGC. The circled numbers in Fig.3 are the number in the left side of Table II . The e k (1 ≤ k ≤ 9) shows the strength of emotion group k and takes the maximum value of elements belonged in each set e k as follows. e 1 = max(e gloating , e hope , · · · , e shy ) e 2 = max(e joy , e happy f or ) . . . e 9 = max(e surprise ) The emo in Eq.(3) calculates the maximum emotion group according to the transition cost between current state and next state.
where next(S cur , k) is next mental state from the current state by selecting emotion group k. Fig.4 shows an example of when the current state is 'quiet' and the next state is 'sad.' Although the mental state 'quiet' means the stable state representing usual mind without affections, the transition from this stable state to other states is occurred easy, if human feels some stimuli from external world. However, each state in MSTN often remains to be in a loop path to back the same state, because it is a tendency that human continues to feel same emotions, once human feels strong stimulus to reach the depth psyche. For example, Fig.5 shows the next state as shown in Fig.4 , that is, the mental state falls into the 'sad' state and cannot break out of the loop. Once human falls into the specified mental state deeply, he/she traces the path to same mental state again until Although such perturbation or the bemusement for him/her is not always waste in the loop, the events which the agent meets in MSTN apt to construct a same episode. The aim of agent in MSTN avoids such a situation and makes smooth communication. In this paper, the agent works to find the detours and to eliminate them. The reinforcement learning method is proposed to avoid such a situation and to make smooth communication described in the following section. 
C. Mental State and Action
A. Profit Sharing
Multi agent systems have been developed in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Each agent is designed to work some schemes based on many rules which indicate knowledge of the agent world or relationship among the agents. However, the knowledge or relationship is not always effective to survive in their environment, because the agent will discard a partial of knowledge if its environment changes dynamically. Reinforcement Learning [8] is known to be worth to realize the cooperative behavior among agents even if little knowledge is provided with initial condition. The multi agent system works to share a given reward among all agents.
Especially, PS method [6] , [7] is an effective exploitation of reinforcement learning to adapt to a given environment. In PS, an agent learns a policy based on the reward that is received from the environment when it reaches a goal state. It is important to design a reinforcement function that distributes the received reward to each action rule in the policy. In PS, the rule r i is (s, a) for possible action a to a given sensory input x to s. The rule "If x then a." is also written by − → xa. PS does not estimate the value function and computes weight of rules S ri for (s, a). The episode is determined from the start state to the terminal state which the agent achieves the goal at time i and then a reward R is provided. The PS gives the partial reward of R to the fired rule (s i , a i ) in an episode(i < W ). The partial R is determined by the value function f (i, R, W ). Each rule is reinforced by the sum of current weight and slanted reward. That is,
where S ri means the weight of the ith rule of an episode, f i is the reinforce function and means the reinforce value at the −i step from obtaining R.
The detour as shown in Fig.6 is the sequence of rules when the difference rules are selected for the same sensory input. There is a detour ( Fig.6 . The rules in the detour may occur some ineffective rules. The ineffective rule is always on the detour from the episode. The other rules are called the effective rule. If the competition between ineffective rules and effective rules exists, the ineffective rules are not reinforced. If the reinforcement function satisfies the ineffective rule suppression theorem, the reinforcement function is able to distribute more reward to effective rules than ineffective ones. In order to suppress such ineffective rules, the forgettable PS method is proposed.
where W is the maximum length of episode and L is the maximum number of effective rules. The reinforcement function decreases in a geometric series in the following.
where M (≥ L + 1) is a discount rate. Eq.(6) reinforces the rule from i = 1 to i = W in an episode. The algorithm of PS is as follows.
Step 1) Initialize S ri arbitrarily.
Step 2) Repeat (for each episode): a) Initialize r i and W . b) Repeat (for each step of episode): i) a ← action given by π for S at state x ii) Take action a; observe reward, R and next statex iii) ∀i, i ← i + 1, set r 0 = x a iv) If R = 0, set f 0 = R and calculate the following.
where 
B. Recurrent Neural Network
Back Propagation through Time (BPTT) learning algorithm as shown in Fig.8 is a variant of a BP algorithm for feedforward neural networks. In this algorithm, the update of the activation state of all units occurs in punctual moments of time. The first step involves the unfolding process of the network, which consists in replicating t times the RNN obtaining an equivalent feedforward network. In this process each replicated connection shares its value w ij in all times. The resultant feedforward network can be trained by using the BP algorithm [13] .
In the forward process of BP algorithm, the calculation of output y i at time t of each neuron can be defined as
where f refers to the neuron activation function, H and I denotes hidden layers indexes and the input neurons indexes, respectively. x in j is the j th input neuron. M is the index of neurons which store information about the previous network stage and τ ij ≥ 0 is an integer value indicating the displacement in recurrent connections through times.
Then in the error BP process, each neuron j is characterized by an error δ i . For the output layer, the error is defined as the difference between the expected value and the calculated value (11) . For the hidden layers, it can be obtained taking into account the error in the successor layers(11).
The weight is updated by Eq. (12) .
where e refers to the order of the weight updates in the learning process. α is the learning rate. Fig. 9 shows the recurrent neural network for MSTN. The rectangles in Fig.9 are the input by the results of EGC and the circles are the hidden units. The weights are calculated from transition cost. 
C. Frequency of Output Patterns in BPTT-RNN
The summation of transition costs from one mood to others in MSTN must be one, because the transition cost means the transition probability of moods. For this purpose, we calculated the output value to possible input patterns and checked the frequency of the pattern for the relation between input and output. Then the obtained frequency was set to the next transition cost. When 2 or more input nodes were fired simultaneously, each input node was set to the values which was divided 1 by the number of fired nodes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Results for Movie Scenario
In order to verify the effectiveness of the learning method, some learning results as shown in Table III -IX were obtained. The 14 sequential episodes between a loving couple of 2 university students in the movie scenarios [10] were analyzed by the emotional orientated interface (EGC and MSTN) with learning algorithm (PS and BPTT-RNN). The bold values in each Table are trained by PS and BPTT-RNN. The values of the transition costs in Table III-IX were 
B. Personality Trait Based Mood in MSTN
The Big Five Makers(BFM) [12] was designed to assess the constellation of traits defined by the Five Factor Theory of Personality as follows:
• Openness is characterized by originality, curiosity, and ingenuity. This factor is sometimes referred to as Culture because of its emphasis on intellectualism, polish, and independence of mind. This factor is also sometimes referred to as Intellect because of its emphasis on intelligence, sophistication, and reflection.
• Conscientiousness is characterized by orderliness, responsibility, and dependability. This factor is sometimes referred to as Dependability.
• Extraversion is characterized by talkativeness, assertiveness, and energy. This factor is sometimes referred to as Surgency.
• Agreeableness is characterized by good-naturedness, cooperativeness, and trust. While this factor is most commonly called Agreeableness, it can also be seen as a combination of friendliness and compliance.
• Neuroticism is characterized by upsetability and is the polar opposite of emotional stability. This factor is sometimes scored in the opposite direction and referred to as Emotional Stability.
In the section, we define the relation among the terms in BFM and the the current mood to next mood in MSTN as shown in Table X . 
C. Personality Trait from the Transition Costs
In Scenario 1, the mental detour ('Normal' → 'Sad' → 'Happy') was obtained by PS method and Table III shows that the transition costs of ('Normal' → 'Sad') and ('Sad' → 'Happy') were higher than before training. Moreover, the transition costs in the other paths to 'Sad' and to 'Happy' except the detour path were higher. Such observations were also seen under the environment of all scenarios in the experimental results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the transition costs are trained by Profit Sharing and recurrent neural network learning algorithms to express the user's personality trait based mood. The transition of mental states in MSTN can represent the Five Factor of personality. We discussed the effectiveness from the simulation results by using some episodes of movie scenario. We will develop the emotional orientated interface in web application in future.
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